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Let Wr(6, V) denote the variety of inverse semigroups generated by wreath 
products of semigroups in Q with semigroups in Y, where % and V are varieties 
of inverse semigroups. In this note we provide a description of the fully invariant 
congruence on the free inverse semigroup corresponding to Wr(Q, *v) in terms of 
the fully invariant congruences corresponding to 6 and ^Y. Some properties of 
varieties of this form are then presented. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Inverse semigroups, considered as algebras with a binary operation of 
multiplication and a unary operation of inversion, are determined by 
associativity and the identities XX-IX = x, (x-l))’ =x, and xx-‘yy-’ = 
J&xx-‘. Thus, the class of inverse semigroups forms a variety of 
algebras. As a consequence, we may approach the study of inverse semi- 
groups (as a class of algebras) from the perspective of the lattice of varieties 
of inverse semigroups. In this note we are concerned with the class of 
varieties of the form Wr(@, Y) where Wr(%, V) is the variety generated 
by wreath products of semigroups in Q with semigroups in “Y, and Q and 
V” are varieties of inverse semigroups. 
The first section is devoted to definitions, notation, and background 
information. In Section 2 we take advantage of a graphical representation 
of inverse semigroups given by presentations, which is discussed in Stephen 
[S], to provide a description of the fully invariant congruence on the free 
inverse semigroup corresponding to Wr(9, V) in terms of the fully 
invariant congruences on the free inverse semigroup corresponding to 4 
and Y. In Section 3 we use this description to provide a solution to the 
word problem for the relatively free objects in Wr(Q, V) given solutions to 
the word problem for the relatively free objects in both % and V. 
In [PR], Petrich and Reilly determine some connections between the 
study of E-unitary inverse semigroups and varieties of inverse semigroups; 
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most notably, conditions under which a variety Y’ of inverse semigroups 
has E-unitary covers over a given group variety “2. In Section 4 we use 
their results and the results of Margolis and Meakin [MM] to establish 
that if % and V have E-unitary covers over the group varieties 79” and X, 
respectively, then Wr(%!, V) has E-unitary covers over Wr(?V, 3). 
When @ is a group variety it turns out that Wr(%, V) is the Mal’cev 
product of C% and V (though in general, Wr(%, Y) and the variety 
generated by the Mal’cev product of % and V do not coincide.) Thus, the 
class of varieties being discussed includes the more familiar Mal’cev 
product varieties Q 0 V for group varieties %. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We will follow the notation and terminology of Petrich [P] to which the 
reader is referred for basic information on inverse semigroups and varieties 
of inverse semigroups. The following notation will be used consistently: 
y-the variety of all inverse semigroups 
r-the trivial variety 
%-the variety of groups 
Y-the variety of semilattices 
Y@-the variety of semilattices of groups in %‘, % a variety of groups 
5?(V)-the lattice of varieties of inverse semigroups contained in V 
(GZ)-the variety of inverse semigroups generated by the class V of 
inverse semigroups; if $? consists of the single semigroup S, we write (S) 
instead of (V). 
For any nonempty set X, we will denote by A’+ the free semigroup on 
X and for any variety V of inverse semigroups, we will denote by FV(X) 
the relatively free inverse semigroup in V on X. When X is countably 
infinite then each variety V of inverse semigroups is completely determined 
by a fully invariant congruence on Fy(X) which we denote by p(Y). We 
will often find it necessary to consider fully invariant congruences on 
F$( Y), for some set Y, and F’(X) at the same time. We will write p*(V) 
to mean the fully invariant congruence on F9( Y) corresponding to “Y-, and 
p(V) to mean the fully invariant congruence on F.(X) corresponding to 
-Ir. Throughout this note, X is assumed to be a fixed countably infinite set. 
Let X - ’ denote a set disjoint from X and in one-one correspondence 
with X via x+-+x-l. This correspondence can be extended to a unary 
operation on (XuX-‘)+ by defining (x-‘)-‘=x and (ub)-‘=6-‘a-’ 
for all XEX, a,b~(XuX-‘)+. Throughout (XuX-‘)+ will denote the 
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free semigroup on Xu X-’ with involution. The Wagner congruence is the 
least congruence p on (Xu X--l)+ such that (a, aa-‘a)Ep and 
(aa-‘bb-‘, bb-‘aa-‘) up, for all a,be(XuX-I)+. If p is the Wagner 
congruence, then (Xv X-‘)‘/p is the free inverse semigroup FY(X) on X 
[P, VIII.1.11. For any word w over XuX-’ we will write w for wp. For 
WE(XUX-‘)+, we define the content of w by c(w)=(xeX:x or x-i 
occurs in w}. 
A presentation of an inverse semigroup is a pair P = (Y, R) where R is a 
binary relation on FY(X). If P = (X, R), the inverse semigroup presented 
by P is F3(X)/8 where 0 is the congruence on FY(X) generated by R. 
Equivalently, we may consider P = (X; R), where R is a binary relation on 
(X u X - ’ ) + . Then the inverse semigroup presented by P is (X u X - ’ ) +/r, 
where z is the congruence on (Xu X - ‘)+ generated by R u p. We will 
consider only those presentations for which R (and hence 0) is p(V) for 
some variety Y of inverse semigroups. 
For any inverse semigroup S, we denote by Es the set of idempotents 
in S. There is a natural partial order on S defined by 
a<boacE,b, (a, b E S). 
Equivalently, 
a<boaEbEs 
oa=aa-‘b 
-a=ba-‘a, [P, 11.15, 11.1.61. 
For any congruence p on an inverse semigroup S, define the kernel of p, 
ker p, and the trace of p, tr p, by 
ker p = (s E S:spe for some idempotent e in S} 
= (sES:Sps*}= (sES:sp=(sp)2} 
trp=pn(E,xE,). 
Every congruence p on an inverse semigroup S is completely determined by 
its kernel and trace [P, 111.1.51. 
A congruence p on S is idempotent separating if and only if tr p is the 
identical relation on E,. Note that p is idempotent separating if and only 
if p c Z [P, 111.3.21. There is a maximum idempotent separating 
congruence on S, which we denote by Pi. If p”s = E, then we say that S 
is fundamental or an antigroup. We denote by ZZJ the class of all anti- 
groups. When %‘= E, then S is combinatorial. We say that the variety Y 
is combinatorial if all the members of Y are combinatorial. Also, there 
is a minimum congruence, denoted os, on S such that S/a, is a group. 
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If ker CJ = E, then S is E-unitary (over the group S/a); equivalently, S is 
E-unitary if and only if for any a E S and e E E,, a 3 e implies that a E E, 
[P, 111.7.21. 
For any inverse semigroup S, the mapping tr: p -+ tr p is a complete 
homomorphism of the lattice of congruences on S onto the lattice of 
normal congruences on E,, and the mapping ker: p + ker p is a complete 
n-homomorphism of the lattice of congruences on S onto the lattice of 
kernels of S (see [P, III]). 
Let S and T be inverse semigroups and let G be a group. Then T is an 
E-unitary cover of S over G if T is E-unitary, there exists an idempotent 
separating homomorphism of T onto S, and T/o z G. If % is a variety of 
groups then the inverse semigroup variety V has E-unitary covers over 42 
if, for every SE “Y, there is a group GE 9?/ for which there is an E-unitary 
cover of S over G. A variety V of inverse semigroups has E-unitary covers 
if, for every SE V, there is an E-unitary cover of S in V. 
THEOREM 1.1 [PR, 3.3, 5.41. Let V be a variety of inverse semigroups. 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) V has E-unitary covers; 
(ii) the V-free objects in V are E-unitary; 
(iii) the V-free object on a countably infinite set is E-unitary; 
(iv) V has E-unitary covers over V n Y. 
THEOREM 1.2 [PR, 5.71. Let V be a variety of inverse semigroups and 
?2 a variety of groups. Then Y has E-unitary covers over 92 if and only if 
V”_C [u2=u:u2=u is a law in 421. 
Notation 1.3. If %! is a variety of groups, we denote by %max the variety 
of inverse semigroups [u’ = u:u2 = u is a law in %!I and by @,mMax the 
variety of inverse monoids defined by the identities [u* = u:u2 = u is a law 
in @]. 
Schfitzenberger Graphs. The definitions and results of this section can 
be found in Stephen [S] to which we refer the reader for additional 
information concerning Schtitzenberger graphs. 
A labeled digraph r over a nonempty set X consists of a set of vertices 
V(T) and a set of edges E(T), where E(T) E Vx Xx V. An edge 
(vi, x, v2) E E(T) is labelled by x and directed from vi to v2. We call vi the 
initial or start vertex and v2 the terminal or end vertex of the edge 
(v,, x, v2). A path p is a sequence of edges such that the end vertex of an 
edge in the sequence is the start vertex of the next edge in the sequence. 
The labelled digraph r is strongly connected if, given any two vertices 
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ul, u2 E V(r), there is a path p from or to u2. We will often call a path from 
u1 to v2 a vI-v2 walk. An inverse word graph r over Xu X- ’ is a strongly 
connected labelled digraph over Xu X-’ satisfying the condition that 
(ul, x, Q)EE(T) implies (uz, x-l, ui)~E(r), for all XEXUX-‘. An 
inverse word graph f is deterministic if all edges directed away from a 
vertex are labelled by different letters, and injectiue if all edges directed 
toward a vertex are labelled by different letters. Thus, a deterministic 
inverse word graph over Xu X - ’ is necessarily injective. 
If r and r’ are inverse word graphs over X u X - ‘, a V-homomorphism 
4: r-+ r’ is a map on the vertices of r which preserves incidence, orienta- 
tion, and labelling. More precisely, q4 is a pair of functions q5 “: V(T) + 
V(r’) and 4E: E(T) + E(T’) such that (u,, X, u*) bE= (u,dv, X, ~4~). 4 is 
a V-monomorphism if it is one-one on the vertices of F, a V-epimorphism if 
it is surjective on both the set of edges and the set of vertices of P, a 
V-isomorphism if it is both a V-monomorphism and a V-epimorphism. An 
inverse birooted word graph is a triple (s, r, e) where r is an inverse word 
graph and s and e are distinguished vertices called, respectively, the start 
and end vertices. 
Let P = (X, R) be a fixed presentation of the inverse semigroup S with 
r the corresponding congruence on FY(X). Let w E S and R, be the W-class 
of w in S. The Schiitzenberger graph of R, with respect to P is the labelled 
digraph T(w), where 
wtw)) = R, 
E(T(~))={(U,,X,U,):U,,~,~R,,X~XUX-~~~~U,(X~)=U,}. 
Dually, we define the Schiitzenberger graph of L, with respect to P to be 
the labelled digraph d(w) with 
V(4w)) = L 
LEMMA 1.4 [S, 3.11. Let VE S, T(u) be its Schiitzenberger graph with 
respect to P, ul, v2, v E R,, e = vu-‘, and w E (Xu X)‘. 
(a) T(u) is a deterministic inverse word graph; 
(b) v1(wr)=v2 if and only if w labels a v,-vZ walk; 
(c) (wt ) 2 u if and only if w labels an e-v walk. 
The lemma above can be dualized for d(v) for any T-class L, of S. We 
remark that if S is a group, then for any w E S, r(w) is the Cayley graph 
of S (see [S, 3.73). For a discussion of Cayley graphs, we refer the reader 
to [W]. 
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The following lemma characterizes Green’s relations on S in terms of the 
Schtitzenberger graphs of S. 
LEMMA 1.5 [S, 3.41. Let v,,v,~S and let e=v,v,’ and f =vzv;‘. 
Then 
(a) II,%, tf and only tf there exists a V-isomorphism 4: T(v,)+ 
r(v,); 
(b) v,Wv, tfand only tf there exists a V-isomorphism 4: Qv,) + T(Q) 
such that e# = f; 
(c) v1 TV, ifand only tfthere exists a V-isomorphism I& T(v,) + T(v,) 
such that v, 4 = v,; 
(d) vI~v, tf and only tf there exist V-isomorphisms 4, $1 T(v,) -+ 
T(v,)such thateq5=fandv,tj=v,; 
(e) vI = v2 tfand only if there exists a V-isomorphism qk T(v,) + T(v,) 
such that e4=f andv,~=v,. 
For any v E S, the Schiitzenberger representation of v (with respect to P) 
is the birooted inverse word graph (vu-l, Z(v), v). We wiil also use Z(v) to 
denote the birooted graph and specify the roots whenever required. We are 
considering presentations in which the relation R is always a fully invariant 
congruence on FY(X) corresponding to some variety Y. Thus, for any 
word w E (Xu X-l)+ and congruence p(Y), we will write Z(w) (or Z,(w) 
if we wish to emphasize the variety being considered) to denote Z(wp(Y)) 
with respect to P = (X; p(V)), and call Z,(w) the Schiitzenberger represen- 
tation of w with respect to V. For further properties of Schiitzenberger 
graphs, we refer the reader to Stephen [S]. 
Wreath Products. Let S and T be inverse semigroups and suppose that 
T is an inverse subsemigroup of Y(Z), the symmetric inverse semigroup on 
I. Let ‘S denote the set of functions (written on the right) from subsets of 
Z into S. For any rl/ E ‘S denote the domain of IJ by d+. Define a multiplica- 
tion on ‘S by 
i($ . $‘) = (iti). (i$‘) [iEd$ndtj’]. 
For any /I E 9(Z) and $ E ‘S, we define a mapping fill/ by 
i(V) = (iS)ti [iEdB, @Ed+]. 
The (right) wreath product of S and T is the set 
Swr T= ((t,b, ~)E’SX T:d$=dp} 
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with multiplication given by 
($7 B). (V> B’) = wBvQ’> BP’). 
If T is an inverse subsemigroup of Y(Z), we will sometimes write (T, I) for 
T if we wish to emphasize the set Z on which T acts. 
Our definition of wreath product follows that of Houghton. [H]. In [H] 
the wreath product W(S, T) of inverse semigroups S and T is, in our nota- 
tion, S wr(T, T) where T is given the Wagner representation by partial 
right translations. Our notation follows Petrich [P, V.41. 
LEMMA 1.6. Let S and (T, I) be inverse semigroups. Then S wr( T, I) is 
an inverse semigroup. 
Proof. We first show that S wr( T, I) is a semigroup. Let (J/, /I), 
(I,+‘, p’) E S wr( T, I). Then 
Therefore, ($, fl)($‘, /I’) = (I,@‘, flfl’) E S wr( T, I) and S wr( T, I) is closed 
under the operation defined above. 
Next, let (til, PI), (tiz, PA and (ti3, IME s wr(T 4. 
Then 
and 
Since (8, ~3~) p3 = B1(B2p3) and S wr( T, I) is closed under the operation, we 
need only check that the first components agree on d/?1Z?2j33. Let 
ied/?,P,P,. Then 
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It follows that the operation is associative and so S wr( T, I) is a semigroup. 
Let (II/, /I) E S wr(T, I). Define ($‘, p’) by setting /3’ = BP’, d$’ = dg’, and 
j$’ = [ jpP ‘3/l- ’ for all j E d/I’. It is immediate that ($‘, /I’) E S wr( T, I). 
One easily verifies that (II/, /3)(t+Y, /?‘)( $, /3) = ($, B) and hence that 
S wr( T, I) is regular. 
Let ($, D) E S MT, 0 Then (ti, B) is an idempotent in S wr( T, I) means 
that (ll/$G, /I/3) = (Ic/, /I). But /?/I = /I and tiB$ = $ if and only if p is the iden- 
tity map on its domain and for all i E dg = d$, ill/ E E(S). Thus, if ($, /I) and 
(@‘, p’) are idempotents in S wr( T, I), then (Ic/, /I)($‘, B’) = ($$G’, /?/I’) = 
(@,V, /Ifi’) = (t,G’$, p’p) = (+‘O’$, /I’/?) = (I/, p’)($, p). Therefore, the idem- 
potents of S wr(T, I) commute which, combined with the fact that 
S wr( T, Z) is regular, implies that S wr( T, I) is an inverse semigroup. m 
Remark. If ($, /I) E S wr( T, I) then 
(II/, Iv’= (ti-‘3 B-‘), 
where $ -r E ‘5’ and p-i E T are defined by 
dp-‘=dll/-‘= (ia:icd/?}, 
BP’ is the inverse of /I in T and 
i$-’ = (ib-‘$)-’ (ie d/?-l). 
Equivalently, we may detine II/ ~ i by 
For any (+, /I) belonging to S wr( T, I), we have written (e, /I) -i as 
($-I, ~3~‘) even though the definition of I,-’ depends upon 8. This is not 
to suggest that if ($, /I’) is another member of S wr( T, Z), then the first 
coordinate of (1+4, /I’) -’ is the same as the first coordinate of ($, p)- ‘. We 
use +-’ to avoid notational difficulties and simply note that when $-’ is 
used, the member of (T, I) to which it is paired will be understood. 
Mal’cev Products. Let @ and -Y- be varieties of inverse semigroups. The 
Mal’cev product of 4?! and “Y, denoted by % 0 V, is the collection of those 
inverse semigroups S for which there exists a congruence p on S with the 
property that ep E @ for all e E Es and S/p E Y; we say that p witnesses that 
SE@OV-. 
In general, 3! 0 V is not a variety. For example, if -tr is any nontrivial 
group variety and 4? = Y then the five element Brandt semigroup B2 is a 
member of (430 1”) but B2 is not a member of Qo Y. To see that 
B, $ Q 0 V observe that any congruence p for which B,/p is a group must 
be the universal relation and hence, any idempotent p-class is just B, which 
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is not a semilattice. On the other hand, since B2 has an E-unitary cover 
over any nontrivial group variety ([PR] or [P, X11.9.8]), B, E (9 0 V) 
([PR] or [P, X11.9.1 11). 
However, when %! is a variety of groups, 4?/0 Y is a variety (see 
[P, X11.8.31 or [B]). Note that, if V and ?Y are varieties such that 
V~1w then, for any variety %!‘, %oYG%oW” and YoQsW”O@, 
LEMMA 1.7. Let % be a variety of groups and let V be a variety of 
inverse semigroups. Then SE %! 0 Y implies that S/p, E V. Moreover, 
tr p(V) = tr p(% 0 V). 
Proof. If p witnesses that SE @ o Y, then p is idempotent separating 
and so p c ZL~. Now, Sips is isomorphic to (S/p)/(pJp) and S/p E V so we 
may conclude that S/P~ E Y. 
If A is an antigroup belonging to & 0 V, then A/psz A E Y. Thus, 
(%oT)ndcVnd. Since VE%!OY, we have V”ndc(&oV)nd. 
Therefore (%oV’) n d = V n d. It follows from [P, XII.21 that 
V v % = (@ 0 V) v 9, and hence, tr p(V) = tr p(% 0 V). 1 
Mal’cev products play an important role in the study of varieties of 
inverse semigroups. For example, if % is a group variety and V is a com- 
binatorial variety, then C@o V is the maximum variety in the v-class of 
% v V, where v is the congruence on Y(Y) defined by “y;vVz if and only 
if V1 n B = “y2 n Q and Vi v 9 = Vz v 9, for all VI, “y; E L?(Y) (see, e.g., 
[P, X11.2, X11.31). For further information on Mal’cev products we refer 
the reader to [P] or [Rl]. 
Notation 1.8. Define the binary operator Wr on the lattice of 
varieties of inverse semigroups by 
Wr(4?L,V)=(Swr(T,Z):SE%andTEY) (%, Ye” E a~)). 
The following observation is an immediate consequence of the definition 
of Wr(Q, V) and will be used throughout this note without explicit 
reference. 
PROPOSITION 1.9. Let % and Y be varieties of inverse semigroups. Then 
%! C_ Wr(%, V) and V E Wr(Q, V). 
2. THE MAIN RESULT 
The goal of this section is to provide a description of the fully invariant 
congruence on F3(X) corresponding to Wr(Q, Y) in terms of p(Q!) and 
p(Y) for a given pair of varieties % and V of inverse semigroups. Our 
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description makes use of the Schiitzenberger graphs of the V-free inverse 
semigroup given by the presentation P= (X; p(y)). For any word u’ over 
X we require an “encoding” of the path labelled by w in the Schtitzenberger 
representation of MJ with respect to V as a word over some alphabet Y. In 
order to do this we extend our definition of Schiitzenberger graph to what 
we call the doubly labelled Schiitzenberger graph. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let V” be a variety of inverse semigroups and p the 
fully invariant congruence on F$(X) corresponding to V. Let 
w E (X u X-l) + and let f *-(u’) be the Schtitzenberger graph of w in the 
V-free inverse semigroup on X. Let Y be a countably infinite set and Y -’ 
a set disjoint from Y and in l-l correspondence with Y via y c-) y-l, 
Assume that Xv X-’ and Y u Y -’ are disjoint. From r,(w) we obtain 
the doubly labelled Schiitzenberger graph T,(w) of w relative to Y, as 
where 
A,: E(f,(w)) --f Yu Y-' 
satisfies 
(i) (vr,x, u~)EE(~~-(w)) and x~ximplies that &,(v,,x,u~)E Y; 
(ii) &,(vZ, x-l, ~1)=c4v(hJ,~*w; 
(iii) ;Iw(uI, x, v2) = &,,(D~, z, vq) implies that vI = u3, vZ = uq, and 
x = 2. 
We call x the primary label and A,,,(v,, x, u2) the secondary label of the 
edge (ul, x, v2). Condition (iii) says that no two distinct edges have the 
same secondary label, condition (ii) says that inverse edges have inverse 
secondary labels, and condition (i) is just convenient. Thus, the doubly 
labelled basic graph of w is just f,(w) with a secondary label attached to 
each edge such that inverse edges have inverse secondary labels and no two 
distinct edges have the same secondary label. 
We define the derived word d,(w) of w relative to V as follows. 
Let v1 and v2 be the start and end vertices, respectively, of the Schiitzen- 
berger graph T,(w) of w relative to -Y-. Then w labels a vl-v2 walk in 
T,(w) by primary labels, by Lemma 1.4(b) and the definition of the Schiit- 
zenberger representation of w with respect to V. Let e,, . . . . e, be the edge 
sequence corresponding to this walk. Define d,(w) = I,(e,) J.,(e,) . . . 
&,,(e,)E (Yu Y-l)+. That is, d,(w) is just the word obtained by taking 
the secondary labels from each edge in our ul-vZ walk. 
Note that if w=a,-..a,, a,EXuX-’ for i=l,...,k, and d,(w)= 
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bI ... b,, bi E Y v Y-l, then m = k and if e is the edge corresponding to ai 
in the ui-u2 walk labelled by w in T,(w), then bi=l,(e) is the secondary 
label of e in T,(w). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let V be a variety of inverse semigroups and let 
w E (Xu X-l)+. Suppose that wp(-Y) w2. Then d,(w*) = [d,(w)12. 
Proof. Let the two roots in the Schiitzenberger representation of w with 
respect to Y be s and e. Since wp(Y) w2 we have that wp(“Y) ww-l and 
so as a consequence, s = e. By Lemma 1.4(c), w and w2 both label s-s walks 
in T,(w) by primary labels. By Lemma 1.4(a), T,(w) is deterministic 
which implies that the s-s walk labelled by w2 is just the s-s walk labelled 
by w taken twice. Thus, d,(w2) = [d,(w)]‘, as required. 1 
LEMMA 2.3. Let w=a,+-,a, and v=d,...d, with wp(V)v. Set 
d,(w) = b, . . . bk and dy(u) = c1 . . . c,, where we construct both dV(w) and 
d,(v) from the same doubly labelled basic graph r,(w). Then 
(a)bi=cj -w<,a,-..ai-ldj...d,,,andai=dj; 
(b)b,=c,:‘ow<,a,.-.aidj-..d,,,andai=d,:’ 
Ow~va,...ai_,d,+,...d,andaj=d,~l. 
Proof. The proofs of (a) and (b) are similar. We provide a proof 
of (a). Let s and e be the start and end vertices, respectively, corresponding 
to w and v in T,(w) (and so also in T,(w)). If bi=cj then ai and dj are 
primary labels for the same edge in T,(w) and so ai= dj. Moreover, 
4 ..-ai-,dj . . . d, must label an s-e walk by primary labels in r,(w) and 
so, by Lemma 1.4(c), a, . . . a,-, dj. . . d, > V w. Conversely, if ai = dj and 
al --.ai-ldj--.d,,,aV w then, by Lemma 1.4(c), al ..-ai-ldj---d,,, must 
label an s-e walk by primary labels in T,(w). Since both w and v label s-e 
walks by primary labels in T,(w) and since T,(w) is deterministic by 
Lemma 1.4(a), we must have that ai and dj are primary labels for the same 
edge. It follows that bi= cj. 1 
Remark. If we take v = w in Lemma 2.3 we obtain 
(a)bi=bj ~w<,al.-.ai-,aj.-.a,andai=aj. 
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DEFINITION 2.4. Let @ and Y be varieties of inverse semigroups. Deline 
a relation @(a’, V) on FY(X) by 
u@(%, V)w-up(V)wandd, (u)P~(%)~+,‘-(MJ), 
where d,-(u) and d,(w) are both obtained from the same doubly labelled 
birooted graph T,(w). 
THEOREM 2.5. Let Wr(%!, V) = (T wr(F, I): TE S, FE V). Then 
@(Q, U = p(W@, -y^)). 
ProoJ: For ease of notation, set @(a!, V) = @ and p(Wr(%, V)) = p. 
We first show that @G p. Suppose that u@w. We will show that u = w is 
a law in Wr(%, V). It sufficient to show that every S= Twr(F, I) which is 
in the generating set of Wr(@, V) satisfies u = w. 
Let 
u = u(x* ) . ..) XJ = a, . . . ak and w=w(x ,,..., x,)=dl...d,, 
where 
c(u) u c(w) = {x, ) . ..) x,} and 
ai,dj~XuX-‘fori= ,..., kandj=l,..., m. 
Let S=Twr(F,Z) where TE& and FEY. Let (~,,B1),...,(~“,B,)~S 
and suppose that 
Let z: S-, F be given by K: (q, ~1) + a, for all (cp, a) E S. Then n is an 
epimorphism of S onto F which we shall call the natural homomorphism of 
S onto F. Since FE “Y, it follows from the hypothesis that F= Srr satisfies 
u = w. Therefore, 
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Thus, p = fi’ and dJI = d/3 = d/P = a$‘, so that all we need to show is that 
i~,$ = iyY for all i E dll/. 
We will write 
*,,= 1;) if ai=xj if a,=x,:’ 
8,,={$ if ai=xj if a,=x,:‘. 
We will also write /I, .,.*, for fi,,/?,, --./I,. Observe that with this notation 
+,I = tin,’ and pa,:1 = /?;I. 
Let d+(u) = b, ... b, and d+(w) = c, .-.c,. Let iEd$ =dfi. We first 
prove the following statements. 
(1) b,=bj~(iB,,...,-,)~,=(iP, ,... +,)IcI,; 
(2) bp=b~~l=>(iD,l...,~_,)~,~= C(iP~,....~,)~,l~‘; 
(3) b,=cj~(iS,,...,-,)II/,=(iP,,...d,_,)~dj; 
(4) bp=c~lj(iBal...a,_,)~ap= C(iPd,...dj-,)~djl-l; 
(5) Cp=Cj~(iBdl...d,-l)~d,=(iPd,...~-,)~~; 
(6) cp=+Wb ,... d,-,)hp=CGBd ,... d,-,)vb,l-‘- 
(1) Suppose that b, = bj for p <j,< k. Then ap = aj and U’ = 
al -~~ap-,aj~~-a,>,u, by Lemma 2.3. Again Src~v and so /Y’= 
b,, .n,-,ni. .rrk 2 fi, _. oR = /I. This means that d/? E dj” and /? and /?” agree 
when both are defined, and so ifi = i/3”. But then, (i/l,, . ..= j-,) j?,..., = 
i/? = is” = (ij,, ,+,) /I,. .ak. Since fi, _. nk is l-l, we have that ij?,, __ .oji-, = 
ibo,...,-,. This, combined with ap = aj, gives (ij?,, ...4-,) tiaj = 
GPal...ap-,) hp. 
(2) Suppose that b,= b,:’ with p < j< k. Then ap = a,:’ and 
24 I =a1 .-.a,aj .. .a,2, u, by Lemma 2.3. Again SZEE and so 8” = 
/?,, ...~~~ ,...* t >/ /f,, ...(Ili = b. This means that d#l z d/3” and fl and b” agree 
when both are defined. As in (1) we obtain ip,, ,,.aD= i/3, ,... (1 ,-,. Then 
= C[(iBa,...+J ~,1-11-1 (definition of II/& ’ ) 
= (iDa,...,-,) JI,. 
(3) and (4) The proofs use Lemma 2.3 and are similar to the proofs 
of (1) and (2). 
481/141/l-9 
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(5) and (6) The proofs are similar to the proofs of (1) and (2). 
Multiplying u[($~, /II), . . . . ($,,, p,)] from left to right we obtain 
Likewise, we obtain 
By (l)-(6) above, the expressions on the right-hand side are instances of 
d,(u) and d,(w) by the same substitution of variables. Since TE%, T 
satisties d&u) = d,(w) and so, as a consequence, i+ = i$‘. It now follows 
that (rj, #I) = (r,P, p’) and hence that T wr(F, I) satisfies u = w. Therefore, 
the generating semigroups of Wr(4, V) satisfy u = w and so Wr(%!, Y) 
also satisfies u = w, whence @ c p. 
Before we prove that p G @, we require a construction and a preliminary 
lemma. 
Construction 2.6. Let w, UE(XUX)+ be such that wp(V)u and let 
Z,(w) be their doubly labelled Schtitzenberger graph relative to V. Let s 
and e be the start and end vertices, respectively, corresponding to w in 
Z,(w) and let V denote the set of vertices of Z,(w). Suppose that 
c(w) u c(u) = {Xl, . ..) x,} and that 4&(w)) LJ 4&(u)) = {Y,, . . . . Y,}, 
where x,, . . . . x,~Xand y,, . . . . y, E Y. Here X is the set of primary labels 
and Y is the set of secondary labels in Z,(w). Let T be any inverse semi- 
group and let t,, . . . . t, E T. We use {x1, ,,., x,}, {y,, . . . . y,}, and t,, . . . . t, to 
construct an inverse semigroup S as follows. 
For i = 1, . . . . m let si = (rji, pi) where ei E T “, pi E 9( V) are defined by 
d&=dll/,= (UE V:( u, xi, v’) E E(T,( w)) for some u’ E V} 
and for o E d/Ii = dt,bi, 
upi = VI, where (II, xi, v’) E E(T,(w)), 
v*i= tk 
if &,(v, xi, v’) = y,, 
t if Ub Xir V’) # (.YI, .-, Y,}. 
Here t is some fixed element of T. 
Then si E T wr X(V), for i = 1, . . . . m. Let S be the inverse subsemigroup of 
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Twr 3( V) generated by {s,, . . . . s >. Note that S depends on T, t,, . . . . t,, 
IX 
m 
1, .-, x,}, (yl, . . . . Y,}, and f,(w). 
Observe that if u is a word in (x,, . . . . x,, x;‘, . . . . x; ‘} + and (r+G, /I) = s 
is the element of S obtained from u by substituting sj for xj, j= 1, . . . . m, 
then for all v E dfi, u labels a v-v’ walk by primary labels in T,(w) if and 
only if v/I = v’. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let V be a variety of inverse semigroups and suppose that 
T is an inverse semigroup. Let WE (Xu X)’ and set F= FV(X). Let S 
be as constructed in 2.6 using any t,, . . . . t,E T and Z,(w). Let (F, F) 
be the Wagner representation of F by partial right translations. Then 
SE (T wr(F, F)). Zf T is a member of the variety & then SE Wr(Q, ^v). 
Proof. Let R, be the &-class of wp(T) in FV(X). 
Define 
8: T wr(F, F) + T wr Y(R,) 
where dll/e=d@= {uedj:uER,, u/I E R,} and for all ZJ E dg0, u/H = up, 
u*e = u+. 
We first show that 0 is a homomorphism. Observe that 8 as defined 
maps Twr(F, F) into Twr f(R,). Let (I&,, /II), ()(1*, /&)E Twr(F, F). Now 
F is given the Wagner representation by partial right translations of itself, 
so there exist vi, v2 E F such that d/I, = Fv;‘, d/I,= Fv;‘, and for all v in 
the domain of jI1, v/3, = vu1 and for all v in the domain of /I*, vfiz = vu*. 
Since (h, mw,~ f12)~=w8~%~9 mv,e) and h P1)h me= 
w5w9 hhe) 7 we must show that fi1flztI=fl,@3,13 and $1081s$20= 
(IcI9w. 
The domain of fll@?,O is the set {u:u~R,, uj?,~ R,, and u/I~/~~ER,,,}, 
while the domain of j3,/Izf? is the set {u:u~R, and u/?~/~~ER~}. But if 
UER, and uflIjIz~R, then UER, and UV,V~ER, and so uv,~R,. As a 
consequence, dj?,p,0=dfi18j?,f3 and SO, for all vEdj3i&8, t$iflzB= 
wb=wbw. 
Since dj?,)620=d/?,0P2tl we have dt+b,13~18J/213=d($~~,)tl. For any 
=V-5Bz~, v(@h)~=~(~~%)= WlM$-W2), while W@%e= 
(v~18)(vB,8J128)=(~Jll)(~D,1(12) since oedj?,8/3,8 implies that vp,O=v~l 
and (v/Ii) ij20 = t$llt,h2. Therefore, $10B1ell/20 = (ll/fl$z)O. It now follows 
that 8 is a homomorphism. 
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We now claim that S is an inverse subsemigroup of the image of 0 in 
T wr $(R,). It is enough to show that each generator of S is in the image 
of 8. Let si = (tii, pi) be a generator of S. Then, 
dt,b,=d/.$= {veR,:( v, xi, v’) E E(T,-(w)) for some v’ E R,+.J 
= (vER,:vx,~(V)ER,,} 
sFx;‘p(Y-), 
where the last containment follows from the more general fact that if a and 
ax are B-related elements of the same inverse semigroup, then a = axx-I. 
We choose (Ic/, p) E T wr(F, F) as follows. Let /3 be the representation in 
the Wagner representation of F of x,p(V) so that dp= Fx;‘p(V). Let $ 
be any mapping from dg into T such that, for any VE R, nd/? such that 
vBER,, v$ = utii. Such a II/ exists since d$,s dg. We clearly have that 
($, B) E Twr(E; f’). 
Consider now (I++, /3)0 = ($0, Be), where 
d$O=d/?O= {vEdp:vER,andvj?ER,J 
={u~dj3:v~R,andvx,p(V’)~R,} 
= {v~Fx;‘p(Y): v E R, and vx,p(Y) E R,) 
= {v~R,:u=vx~x;‘p(~)andux,p(Y”)~R,) 
=(vER,:VX~~(V)ER,+,} 
= d& = dtii. 
Moreover, for any v E d/M, u/% = up = ux,p(-Y) = vBi and VI@ = u@ = uiji by 
our choice of ($, /?). 
Thus, (#, /?)O = (tii, pi) and so S is an inverse subsemigroup of the image 
of 6’ in Twr Y(R,). It follows that SE (Twr(F, F)). If T is a member of 
the variety % then Twr(F, F) E Wr(%, Y) and so we also have that 
SE Wr(%, V). m 
We now show that p E @. Suppose that u = w is a law in Wr(&, V). 
Since V-C Wr(9, V), -Y- satisfies u = w. Therefore, to prove the theorem, 
we need only show that &.(u) p Y(%) dy(w). 
Suppose that c(u) u c(w) = {x,, . . . . x, > and that c(d,(u)) u c(d,(w)) = 
iY i, . . . . y,]. Let T be any generator of @ (e.g., we may take T=F%(X)). 
It is sticient to show that T satisfies &(u) = d,(w). 
Let t,, . . . . t,, E T, and let S be the inverse semigroup which is constructed 
as in 2.6 using t,, . . . . c, and T,(w). By Lemma 2.8, SE Wr(@, Y) and so 
S satisfies u = w. Therefore, with si = ($i, pi), u(s,, . . . . s,) = w(si, . . . . s,) = 
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(II/, fi), say. Let u be the start vertex of u and w in T,(w). (U and w have 
the same start vertex in T,(w) since up(V) w.) Set u = d, . . . dk, where 
d,L!AJX-1. 
As before, we write 
‘j = 
i 
+j- 
if di= xi 
dJ tij ’ if di=x,:’ 
fid, = {;: 1 
if di= xi 
if di=x,T1. 
Again, we write fid,. .d, for fld,P& . . . fid,. 
Now u labels a u-ufi walk in I’,(w) (see the observation made after the 
construction) and the edge sequence corresponding to this walk is 
(UT 4, @d,h (“bdl, 4, @d,dz)’ b$dldl, 4, @d,d2d,), . ..> (@d,...dk-,> 4, 
upd ,... dk). By definition, for any i < k, ufld ,.,. d,-,tid, = t, if and only if the 
edge between t$d ,... &, and t$d, . ..d. with primary label di has secondary 
label yq. Thus, 
u~=~u~d,~~u~d,Ic/d,~~u~d,d~~d~~~~~~u~d~...d~~,~d~~ 
= d,(u)Ct,, . . . . ~,I. 
Similarly, we obtain u$ = dy(w)[tl, . . . . t,] and so we conclude that 
d,(u)Ct,, . ..> t,l = d,(w)Ct,, . . . . t,]. Since the ti were chosen arbitrarily, 
we have T (and hence %) satisfies d,(u)=d,(w). Therefore, dy(u) 
p,(e) dy(w) and u@w. 1 
COROLLARY 2.8. Let Q and Y be varieties of inverse semigroups. Let 
(FV”(X), FV(X)) be the Wagner representation of FV(X) by partial right 
translations. Zf T generates % then T wr(FV(X), FV(X)) generates 
Wr(%, V). In particular, F%(X) wr(F-lr(X), F-Y-(X)) generates Wr(%!, V). 
Proof: Clearly (T wr(FV(X), FV(X))) c Wr(??J, V). Thus, to prove 
the corollary we need only show that if T wr(FV(X), F?‘-(X)) satisfies the 
equation u = w then Ic/‘ satisfies u = w and Q satisfies d,(u) = dy(w). 
Since FY”(X) E (Twr(FV(X), FV(X))) we have that Y 5 (Twr(FV(X), 
Ff(X)) ) and so V satisfies u = w. Since T generates %, it is sufficient 
to show that T satisfies dy(u)=d,(w). We may now use the proof of 
p c @ in Theorem 2.5 to demonstrate this noting that any semigroup S, 
as constructed in 2.6, which is used in this proof is a member of 
(Twr(FV(X), FV(X))) by Lemma 2.7. 1 
Remark 2.9. We cannot in general replace FV(X) in Corollary 2.8 by 
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an arbitrary inverse semigroup which generates Y’. An example well known 
to group theorists illustrates this (cf. [N, 22.231). 
Let &; be the variety of abelian groups of exponent 2 and let C, be the 
cyclic group of order 2. FzJz(X) wr C, is nilpotent of class 2 and so satisfies 
the identity [[x, y], z] = [[x, y], z]‘. On the other hand Wr(&*, &,) does 
not satisfy this identity. One can demonstrate this directly by showing that 
Fkt2 wr Ci does not satisfy [[x, y], z] = [[x, JJ], z]’ or, by appealing to 
Theorem 2.5, one can simply note that ~2~ does not satisfy the identity 
y, yzy;’ .Y~‘Y~Y~.Y~Y~~ Y;’ Y;‘EE; that is, d.d2([[x,~l, ~1) is not a law 
in &>. 
3. CONSEQUENCES 
This section is devoted to several consequences of the main theorem 
discussed in the previous section. We first present some properties of 
Wr(@, V) and then show that when % is a group variety, Wr(%!, 9’) is the 
more familiar variety % 0 Y, the Mal’cev product of f& and V. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let 4!, Y, w, and X be varieties of inverse semi- 
groups. Zf % E w and V G !X, then Wr(%, V) G Wr(w, X). 
ProojI This is immediate from the definition of Wr(-,-). 1 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let C& and 9’” be varieties of inverse semigroups. Then 
{Swr(T, Z):SE%, TEV) E%!oV and hence, Wr(&, V)c_ (f%oY). 
ProoJ: Let A = S wr( T, I) with SE 4% and TE -Y. Let z be the natural 
map of A onto T and p be the congruence induced by rc. Let e E Es. Then 
e = ($, /I) where for all i E d$ = dfi, ifi = i, and i$ E Es. Thus, ep = 
{CC P):d$‘=dP}. S ince /I is the identity map on its domain we have, for 
all I++‘, Ic/” with d#’ = de” = d/?, that ($‘, Z?)($“, /I) = ($‘$“, 8). Therefore, 
the map 4: ep + SdS defined by (t,P, /I)4 = II/’ is a homomorphism. It is 
clearly one-one and so the fact that SdB~@ implies that ep E @. Since 
A/prT6”L/‘, we have AE%oO. 1 
When % is a group variety it turns out that &o 9’” is a variety and 
Wr(@, Y) = @ 0 Y. In order to show this, we require a special case of a 
result due to Houghton. 
LEMMA 3.3 [H]. Let S be an inverse semigroup and let p be an idempo- 
tent separating homomorphism of S onto T. Then there is a monomorphism 
of S into (ker p) wr(T, T) where T is given the Wagner representation by 
partial right translations. 
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THEOREM 3.4. Let 9% be a variety of groups and Y a variety of inverse 
semigroups. Then Wr(%, V) = Q 0 -Y-. 
Proof. Note that, in the setting of the theorem, Q 0 Y is a variety. 
Let SE @ 0 V” and let p be the congruence which witnesses this. Then p 
is idempotent separating and so, by Lemma 3.3, S can be embedded in 
(ker p) wr S/p, where S/p is given its Wagner representation. Since ker p is 
a semilattice of groups belonging to %‘, (ker p) wr S/p E Wr(Y@, 9’“) and 
hence SE Wr(Y@, 9’). Therefore, % 0 V E Wr(YQ, V). 
Now, Wr(!&, V) G Q 0 ^ Y, by Proposition 3.2 and % 0 V E Wr(YQ, V). 
By Theorem 2.5, ker p(Wr(Y%, 9’)) = ker p(Wr(%, V)) since d+,.(w) ~(92) 
d,(w2) if and only if dy(w) ~(9%) d,(w’). Therefore, ker p(%!o”Y) = 
ker p(Wr(@, 9’“)). But, 9’” c Wr(%, Y) E % 0 V and tr p(V) = tr p($!l o V) 
by Lemma 1.7, so that tr p(Wr(@, V)) = tr p(90 9’). It now follows that 
p(Wr(%, Y)) = ~(92 0 Y) and hence that Wr(%, V) = % 0 Y. 1 
It is not true in general that Wr(%, V) = (% 0 V > for varieties % and Y 
of inverse semigroups, as the following example illustrates. 
EXAMPLE 3.5. Let Q = g’, the variety of inverse semigroups generated 
by the live element Brandt semigroup B, and let V = 9, the variety of 
semilattices. g is defined by the identity xyx-‘= (xyx-‘)* (see [P, 
X11.4.81, [K], or [RZ]). Let w = xyx-‘. Now wp(Y) w2 and dJw) is just 
a relabelling of w since the Schiitzenberger graph of w relative to Y has no 
two edges with the same (primary) label. (In fact, r,(w) is just a single 
vertex with four loops labelled by x, y, x-‘, y-‘.) Therefore, d,(w) ~(99) 
d,(w2). By Theorem 2.5, Wr(g’, 9’) satisfies the equation w = w*, and so 
Wr(a’, 9’) E @. Clearly 59 c Wr(99, Y), and so W = Wr(a, 9). But .@J”, the 
variety of inverse semigroups generated by the live element Brandt semi- 
group with an identity adjoined, denoted by B:, is contained in (g 0 9 > 
since B: is a semilattice of B2 and { 11. Since @ # %?I, we have 
Wr(99,Y) # (99 0 9). 
THEOREM 3.6. Let 92 and V be varieties of inverse semigroups. ZfF%(X) 
and F-Y-(X) have solvable word problems then so does FWr(%, Y)(X). 
Proof. By Theorem 2.5, we need only show that we can determine 
whether or not d,(w) p(e) d,(u) whenever wp(V)u. 
Suppose that w = a, . ..a.,, and u =dl .-.dk where c(w) u c(u) = 
ix 1, -**, x,} and ai, djcXuX-‘. We construct words vi = b, . . . b, and 
u2 = c1 . . - ck over X u X -’ satisfying, for i -c j < m, 
bi=bjoai=ajanda,~~~ai-1aj~-~a,2,a,-~~a,, 
bi= b,:’ oa,=a,:‘anda, . ..aiaj...a.>,,a,...a,, 
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for i< j<k, 
and for any i, j, 
It is clear from Lemma 2.3 that u, and u2 are relabellings of d+,-(w) and 
d,(u) via the correspondence 
where e,,(e+) is the edge in T,(w) corresponding to ai in the path in 
T,(w) labelled by w(u). It follows that alp(%) v2 if and only if d,(w) 
pY(%) dY-(u). Since F&(X) has a solvable word problem, we can determine 
whether or not u,p(%) a2 and hence, whether or not dy(w) ~~(‘4%‘) d,(u). 
Therefore, if F?G’(X) and F%(X) have solvable word problems then so does 
F Wr(&, -Y)(X). 
We have used the fact that, if FV(X) has a solvable word problem, then 
the natural partial order <<y is solvable, since w < -y u if and only if 
w&‘(V) ww-‘u. 1 
COROLLARY 3.7. If 42 is a group variety and V is any variety of inverse 
semigroups, then F92 0 T(X) has a solvable word problem if both F%(X) and 
FV( X) have solvable word problems. 
Proof: This follows immediately from 3.4 and 3.6. 1 
A variety V is said to be locally finite if every finitely generated member 
of Y is finite. Equivalently, V is locally finite if and only if every Y-free 
inverse semigroup on a finite set of generators is finite. 
THEOREM 3.8. Wr(4, Y) is locally finite If and only if both 42 and Y are 
locally finite. 
Prooj Since both 4 and -Y- are contained in Wr(@, V), if Wr(‘%!, V) 
is locally finite then so are % and Y. 
Suppose that % and V are locally finite but Wr(‘&, V) is not. Then for 
some n EO, the Wr(9, V)-free inverse semigroup on n generators is not 
finite. Let X, be a subset of X of cardinality n. It follows that there exists 
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an infinite set of words { w,:i~ o} over X,, u X;’ such that for all i,j~ o, 
wi is not p(Wr(%, V))-equivalent to wj. Since ;Ir is locally finite, we have 
as a consequence of Theorem 2.5 that there exists a subset {w~:~Go} of 
{w,:i~m} such that, for all j, ktzco, w,,p(-Y) wi, but d(wJ is not p(a)- 
equivalent to d( wik). 
Let V be the set of vertices and E the set of edges incident to any of the 
paths from s to e in T,(wJ Iabelled by the wi,, kern, where s and e are 
the start and end vertices, respectively, of T,(w$. 
Let UE V. Then for some wik, v is incident to the path from s to e in 
r+,-(“J labelled by Wi,. Thus, there is an initial segment w’ of wi, such that 
w’ labels an s-u walk in T,(w~). It follows from the definition of Schiitzen- 
berger graphs that ~~~w~;~w’p(“Y)u. Since c(w,w,‘w’) E X, and since 
FV(X,,) is finite by our hypothesis, there can only be finitely many 
members of I/. 
Let (u,, z, u2) E E. Then ul, u2 E: V and z E (x1, . . . . x,, x;l, . . . . xi’}. Since 
V is finite, we have ]Ej < 1 VI2 .2n and so E is finite. 
Since E is finite, it follows from the definition of the derived word that 
there exists an m EO such that c(d(w,)) G (yl, . . . . ym} = Y, for all LEO. 
Therefore, {d(w,) p(e) :j~ o} is contamed in the %-free inverse semigroup 
on Y,. Since % is locally finite, the %-free inverse semigroup on Y, is finite 
and as a consequence (d(wJ p(q): je o} must be finite, contradicting the 
assertion above that, for all j, k E w, d( w$ is not p(Q)-equivalent to d(w,). 
Therefore, if % and V are locally finite then Wr(%, “Y) is locally 
finite. 1 
E-UNITARY COVERS 
The results of this section are concerned with conditions under which 
varieties of the form Wr(Y, -Iy-) have E-unitary covers and E-unitary 
covers over some group variety. If we are to use Theorem 2.5 in this effort, 
we require some information about the Schiitzenberger graphs of 
HPaX(X), for @ a variety of groups. This information is provided by a 
graphical representation of F&F (X) due to Meakin and Margolis [MM] 
which we present forthwith. 
Let Q be a variety of groups. Then P = (X; p(a)) is a presentation of 
P%(X) for which {xp(%!):x~X} freely generates F%(X). Let QX,p(%)) 
denote the Cayley graph of F%(X) relative to P. 
Let M(X, p(a)) = ((r, g) : g E F&(X) and r is a finite connected sub- 
graph of Q-V p(V) containing 1 and g 4s vertices}, where 1 is the identity 
of F%(X). For each finite subgraph r’ of f(X, p(?)) and each g E F@(X), 
let gT’ be the subgraph of T(X, p(e)) obtained by acting on r’ on the left; 
the set of vertices of gT’ is ( gh :h is a vertex of r’} and the edges of gT’ 
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are of the form (g/z, x, ghx) whenever (h, x, hx) is an edge in r’. Observe 
that gT’ is V-isomorphic to r’. 
On M(X; p(e)) define a multiplication by setting 
(K g) . (f’, 8’) = (Tu N’, ‘a’), 
where TvgT’ is the graph whose vertices and edges are the union of the 
vertices and edges of r and gT’. 
THEOREM 4.1 [MM]. M(X; p(a)) is an E-unitary inverse monoid 
generated by the graphs (r,, xp(&)) for XE X, where r, is the graph 
with vertex set { 1, xp(Q)} and (directed) edge set ((1, x, xp(@)), 
(XP(%!), x-‘3 l)}. Furthermore, M(X; p(a)) ( 1s isomorphic to) the relatively 
free X-generated inverse monoid in the variety &p. M(X; p(e)) satisfies 
the following properties: 
(i) (I’, g) S?(r’, g’) if and only if r= J”; 
(ii) (I’, g) 9(r’, g’) ifand on/y ifg-‘r= (g’)-’ r’; 
(iii) (r, g) 9(r’, g’) if and only ifr is V-isomorphic to r’; 
(iv) (I’, g) is an idempotent if and oniy ifg= 1. 
We are interested in varieties of inverse semigroups (as opposed to 
monoids) and so to make use of Theorem 4.1, we require the following 
result. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let % be a variety of groups. Then F%max(X) is isomorphic 
(as inverse semigroups) to F%p(X)\{ l}, where 1 is the identity of 
F%?(X). 
Proox We first must show that S = Fey(X)\{ 1 > is an inverse semi- 
group. If S is not an inverse semigroup then there is a w E (Xu A’-‘)+ such 
that 92F satisfies the equation w = 1. Let aE Xw X- i be the initial letter 
in w; that is, w=aw’ for some W’E (Xu X-l)*. Then, since au-’ is a left 
identity for w, 922 must satisfy the equation au-’ = 1. But then for any 
v E a;” we must have UU-~ = 1 and v-iv = 1 (by substituting u for a in the 
first case and v - i for a in the latter case). Thus, R!?(X) has a single 
#-class and so must be a group. Since this is not the case, F%$YX)\( 1 } 
must be an inverse semigroup. 
If TE emax, then the monoid T’ E+Y~. This follows from the observa- 
tion that the set of identities {U = u2:u = u2 is a law in %} is closed under 
deletion. That is, if A E c(u) and uA is the word obtained from u by deleting 
all occurrences of x and x-l in u for all x E A, then uA = ~3, is a law in 42. 
Finally, we show that S is free in 42max. Let T be an inverse semigroup 
in fPax and let f: X -+ T be a function. Then T’ E %r and f can be 
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extended uniquely to a homomorphism $ of F&~(X) into T’. Since 
every element of S can be expressed as a product of elements in 
{xp(%!$F):x E Xu X-l} and since T is an inverse semigroup, $ maps only 
the identity of F%y(X) onto the identity of T. Thus, I= $1, is a 
homomorphism of S into T which extends J If 0 is another homomorphism 
of S into T extendingf, then the uniqueness of $ implies that 8 = 1. There- 
fore, x is the unique homomorphism of S into T extendingf: It follows that 
s z mPyY). 1 
Remark. The argument above can be extended in the obvious way to 
obtain the following result. If VM is a variety of inverse monoids which is 
not a variety of groups, then 
(1) for all w E (Xu X-l)‘, nlrM does not satisfy the equation w = 1; 
(2) if Z is a basis of identities for VM which is closed under deletion 
and is such that no equation in Z contains an occurrence of 1, then 
FV,(X)\{ l} is isomorphic to the relatively free object on X in the variety 
of inverse semigroups defined by C. 
It is not difficult to verify that the identity of M(X; p(e)) is (r,, l), 
where r1 is the graph consisting of the single vertex { 1) and no edges. 
Thus, M(X; p(%!))\{(T,, l)} is isomorphic to NPax(X) via the map x 
which takes (r,, xp(%)) to xp(9Ymax) for all x E X. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let we(XuX-l)+ andsuppose that (r,g)~M(X;p(%))\ 
((rl, l)} is such that (~,g)~=wp(W’““). Then the Schiitzenberger graph 
rqlmar(w) of w relative to %Pax is V-isomorphic to r. 
Proof: By Theorem 4.1, (r, g) a(r’, g’) if and only if r = r’ and so 
there is a one-one correspondence between the vertices of r and the mem- 
bers of the W-class of (r, g). Let the vertex set of r, V(r) = (gl, . . . . g,}. 
Then the function #V: V(T) + V(‘(T,,,,(w)) defined by gi#V= (r, gi)x, 
i = 1, . . . . n, is a one-one map of the vertices of r onto the vertices of 
r*ymar(w). We then define tiE: E(T) + E(T,,.,( w)) by ( gi, x, gj) dE = 
(V’, gJx, x, V’, gj)x), for all edges (g,, x, gj) in r. Now, 
(gi, X7 gj) E w-) *gj= giXP(~!) 
- (r, gi)(r,, x) = (~ugiL gixAW) = u-, gj) 
=- (r, gi) wx3 x)x = u-, gj)X 
* u-, gi)X wWmax) = (c gj)X 
* w gi)XI x3 (r, gj)X) E W,max(w)). 
Thus, $E maps edges of r to edges of remat( Clearly dE is one-one. To 
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see that 4E is onto, let (v,, X, ul) be an edge iu T,,,,(w). Then 01 = (C gi)x 
and += (r, g,)~, say. By rhe definition of Sc.bCtzenberger graph, 
(r, gi)x xp(6P”‘) = (r, g,)x which implies that (C g,)(r,, x) = (C g,) since 
x is an isomorphism and maps (r,, x) onto xp(CPaX). But then, 
(TugiT,, g,r) = (r, gi) and SO TugiT, = _f and g,xp(%) = gjl whence 
(gi, x, gi) is an edge in K Since (gi, x, gJ)dE= ((C gJx, X, (C g,)x) = 
(u,, x, v,), we have that dE is surjective. Therefore, 4 = (Iv, #E) is a 
V-is5mvrphism of F onto r,napfw). 1 
If (r, g) and (r’, g’) are members of M(X; p(e)) then both r and r’ are 
V-embeddable in TugP, since gr’ is V-isomorphic to r’. Lemma 4.3 then 
says that if u and w are words in X, then TanaX and T,,,,(w) are both 
V-embeddable in T,,,,(uw). Indeed, we have the following: 
LEMMA 4.4. Let V btz a variety of tnverse semigroups which has 
E-unitary covers over its group part and ler 92 be a variety of groups. 
Let u, WE (XU X-l)+. If d,,,,(uw) p(T) d,max(uw)2 and dumax(u) p(T) 
dq&u)2 then dqmax(wf) p(V) drmax(w)2. 
Proof. Let x he the isomocphism which maps MCX;P(%%)\\((~,, 1)) 
onto F4!PsA (X). Let up(qmax) = (r, g)x and wp(Pax) = (r’, g’)~. Then 
uwp(emax) = (Tu gr’, gg’)x. Now both r and gr’ are V-embeddable in 
Tu gr’ and so by Lemma 4.3, remax and f,,,,(w) are V-embeddable in 
remax( jet Y,, Y,, and Y3 be the secondary label sets of remaX( 
remaX( and f,,,,(uw), respectively. We may assume that Y, and Y, are 
disjoint. 
Define f: Y, u Y2 + Y, as f~bm 
If y E Y, then y labels an edge e,, in Tam.(u). Since T,,,,(u) is 
V-isomorphic to r, e,,, corresponds to an edge e,,* in r which in turn 
corresponds to an edge eyj in Tu gr’ via the obvious embedding. Since 
Tu gr’ is V-isomorphic to T+&uw), e,,, corresponds to au edge ey4 in 
fgoaxfuw). Mine yf to be the secondary label UeY4) in f,,sBfuw). 
If YE Y, then y labels ap edge ey, in fqmai(w). Since T,,,,(w) is 
V-isomorphic to r’, e,, corresponds to an edge ev2 in r’ which in turn 
corresponds to an edge eyj in gr’ via the obvious V-isomorphism. Now, ey3 
corresponds to an edge eyq in f u gr’ via the obvious embedding and since 
Tu gr’ is V-isomorphic to ~&uw), e, corresponds to an edge evr in 
r+,(uw). Define yfto be the secondary label luw(eyJ in I,,.,. 
It follows thatfis one-one on Y, and one-one on Y2 (but not necessarily 
one-one on Y1 u Y,). Furthermore, f maps Yi u Y2 onto Y, which is a 
consequence of Lemma 4.3 and the fact that the edge set of r u gr’ is the 
union of the edge sets of r and gP. Also, f extends uniquely to a 
homomorphism (also denoted /\ which maps (Y, u Y7)+ onto I’:. It 
follows from our definition oi f that d w,max(uw) = (d,ma.(u)f)(d,-..(w)f). By 
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the hypothesis, d,,,,(uw) p(V) d,,,,(~w)* and d,,,(u) p(V) d,,,,(~)* and 
so, since f is one-one on Y,, d,“&)f p(V) (d,,,,(u) f )*. Thus, 
&+(uw) < y d,,,,(w)J By Theorem 1.1, FV( Y3) is E-unitary and so, as a 
consequence, dqplmar(w) f p(V)(d,,.,(w) f )‘. But f is one-one on Y2, so 
dqpx(w) p(V) d,max(w)*. i 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let V be a variety of inverse semigroups which has 
E-unitary covers (over V n 3) and let %! be a variety of groups. Then 
F Wr(V, 92!“““)(X) is E-unitary. 
Proof: Set p(Wr(V, emax)) = p and write d( - ) for d,,.,( - ). Let e, 
WE (XuX-I)’ be such that epew where epe*. By Theorem 2.5 we have 
ep(amax) ew, ep(amax) e*, d(e) p(T) d(ew), and d(e) p(V) d(e*)=d(e)* 
with this last equality holding by Proposition 2.1 since ep(!Fax) e2. Now 
F%Ymax(X) is E-unitary by Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, so WP(%~~~) w2. But d(e) 
p(V) d(e)* and d(ew) p(V) d(e) which implies d(ew) p(Y) d(ew)*. Thus, 
by Lemma 4.4, d(w) p(Y) d(w)* =d(w*) where again the last equality 
holds by Proposition 2.1. Theorem 2.5 now gives wpw*. Therefore, 
F Wr(T, %“““)(X) is E-unitary. 1 
COROLLARY 4.6. Let V be a variety of inverse semigroups which has 
E-unitary covers and let % be a variety of groups. Then Wr(V, %max) has 
E-unitary covers (over Wr(V, %-‘) n %). 
ProojY This follows from Corollary 4.5 and Theorem 1.1. 1 
THEOREM 4.1. Let 9Y and V be varieties of groups and let $7 and W be 
varieties of inverse semigroups such that X has E-unitary covers over 92 and 
W” has E-unitary covers over V. Then Wr(S, W) has E-unitary covers over 
Wr(!#, V)=%oY. 
Proof We know that Wr(%, w) c Wr(qmax, Vmax) by the hypothesis 
and Proposition 3.1. The theorem will follow from Corollary 4.6 and 
Theorem 1.2 if we can show that Wr(@max, Vmax) n 9 = Wr(Q, Y). 
Set U= (wo(XuX-‘)+:w is a law in %!> and V= (wE(XUX-‘)+:w 
is a law in V}. 
Let U(V)= {u(v,, . . . . v,):u=u(xr, . . . . X,)E U and vr, . . . . V,E V}. 
Our first claim is that Wr(Vax, Vmax)c[w=w2:w~U(V)]. It is 
sufficient to show that S wr( T, I) satisfies w = w* for all SE %Fx, (T, I) E 
Vma”, and w E U(V). Let w E U(V), say w = u(v,, . . . . v,), where vi= 
vi [XI, . ..) x m(ij], for i= 1, . . . . n, and u=u[x,, . . . . x,]. Suppose that for an 
arbitrary substitution of variables, vi takes the value (J/,., fli) in S wr( T, I), 
for i = 1, . . . . n. Since TE Y”“” and Vmax satisfies the identities vi = vf , for 
i = 1, . . . . n, each fii is an idempotent in (T, I). That is, each pi is the identity 
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map on its domain. We wish to show that u[($,, pi), . . . . ($,, /?,,)I is an 
idempotent in S wr(T, I). Let u = a, -.I ak. Using the same notation as 
before, we wish to show that ($,,BO~$,,...pO~ . k-l$,~, p,, . ...,) is an idem- 
potent in S wr( T, I). Since each of the 8; is an idempotent, we have that 
/3, _, ak is an idempotent. Moreover, for all i E dg,, _. ak, 
since each pi is the identity map on its domain. Since S E amax, 
S satisfies the equation u = u*. Thus, (i$,,)(i$,,) .‘. (i$,) and 
hence, i($,,pal +,, BO~.. +I$~~) is an idempotent of S. It follows that 
uC($,, Pl)? aa. (II/m PJI is an idempotent of S wr(T, I). Therefore, 
S wr(T, I) satisfies the equation w = w2. From this we obtain that 
Wr(emax, v-max), [w=w2:we U(V)]. 
Our second claim is that [w = w2 : w E U(V)] n 9 = C% 0V. Observe that 
UP($) = hW :UE V} and VP(~) = {up(%) :u E V} are the fully invariant 
subgroups of E%(X) corresponding to @ and Y, respectively. It follows 
from Neumann [N,21.12] that {w=w2:w~U(V))u{xx-‘=yy-‘) 
forms a basis of identities for % 0 Y. 
We may now conclude that Wr(amax, Vmax) n ‘3 c [w = w2: w E U(V)] n 
9 = @ 0 V. By Theorem 3.4 and Proposition 3.1, %! 0 9’” = Wr(!&, 9’) c 
Wr(amax, Max) n 9. Thus, Wr(emax, Vmax) n 99 = Wr(%, V) and so 
Theorem 4.7 is proved. 1 
COROLLARY 4.8. Let @ and V be varieties of inverse semigroups which 
have E-unitary covers. Then Wr(Q, V) n 9 = Wr(+Y n ‘3, V n 9). 
ProojI By Proposition 3.1, Wr(% n 9, V n 9) G Wr(@, V) and so, since 
Wr(@ n 9, Y n 59) is a group variety, Wr(@ n Y, V n 9) s Wr(%, U) n 9. 
Now, % and V have E-unitary covers by the hypothesis and so, by 
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, % n $9~ % c (%! n $)max and V n ‘3~ Y c 
(V n %)max. From the proof of Theorem 4.7 we obtain that 
Wr( (4? n %)max, (V n %)max) n Q = Wr(% n 3, V n 9). 
By Proposition 3.1, 
Wr(%, Y) c Wr( (% n g),“, (Y n 9)max) 
and thus, 
Wr(%, V) n Y c Wr(% n 9, II/‘n $2). 
Therefore, Wr(%, V) n ‘32 = Wr(@ n ‘3, V n 3). 1 
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COROLLARY 4.9. Let V be a variety of inverse semigroups. 
(1) If V has E-unitary covers then, for any group variety a!, 
4ifov-=%‘J(VnQ) v v. 
(2) rf V has E-unitary covers over the group variety !& then, for any 
group variety W, 
(w-092) v r=(w-o42) v (WOU). 
Proof: (1) By Theorem 4.7, % 0 -Y has E-unitary covers over 
& 0 (Y n 9). Therefore, 
~o((Yn~)E~o~“Ir[~!.(~ng)]max. 
But 
Thus, ker p(% o V) = ker p(@ D (Y n 9) v Y). 
On the other hand, tr(V) = tr(@ 0 V’) by Lemma 1.7 and 
trp(%o(II/‘nQ) v U)=tr[p(%~(Vn%))n~(V)] 
= tr p(%o (“Y n 9)) n tr p(V) 
= tr p(Y). 
Therefore, 
trp(QoV)=trp(%o(Vn9?) v V). 
Since a congruence on an inverse semigroup is completely determined by 
its kernel and trace, we have that @ 0 V = Q 0 (V n 9) v V. 
(2) By Theorem 4.7, W 0 -Y-E (WO~I)~” and by the hypothesis 
Y E W”ax and hence, V c (W” 0 %)max. Thus, 
w~QE(w~a!) v Yz(w-o@)max 
and 
w-~+2G(w-O%) v (W~Y-)~(“W-~ayX. 
Therefore, kerp((Wo%) v Y)=kerp((W~%) v (WON)). 
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On the other hand, 
trP[(vo&) v v]=tr[p(“/lro%!)np(v)] 
=trp(Wo@)ntrp(T) 
= tr p(V) 
and 
trp[(Wo%) v (WoV)]=tr[p(W0%!)np(W”0Y)] 
=trp(W0@)ntrp(WoV) 
=trp(Wo@)ntrp(^tr) (by Lemma 1.7) 
= tr p(V). 
It now follows that (WoQ) v V=(Wo%!) v (WoV). 1 
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